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Abstract 
This report summarizes the activities and accomplishments of the UNCG Enterprise Data 

Governance team for the 2022 calendar year.  
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Executive Summary 
Introduction 
In March 2022, the Enterprise Data Governance team was formed during a reorganization of the Division 

of Information Technology Services. The team is organized under Institutional Research & Enterprise 

Data Management, directed by Karen Blackwell. Alice Herring was promoted from within the university 

to the position of Enterprise Data Governance Manager and charged with the development and 

implementation of a sustainable Data Governance program for the university. Alice has been with UNCG 

for over 20 years and has worked with institutional data in several roles for over half of her career. With 

the knowledge and experience she has gained over the years she is uniquely positioned to understand 

the business side of data management as well as the IT side of data management.  

UNCG has had issues with data management for many years and has attempted multiple times to 

implement a Data Governance program, with little success. Administrators struggle with organizing 

resources to get the best information possible to make sound decisions yet continue to have low 

confidence in the reports they receive. UNCG’s administrators are aware of the need for Data 

Governance but are fatigued with failing attempts. The charge of implementing an enterprise-wide Data 

Governance program included not only the formation of Data Governance Committees, but also with 

the development of a full-scale metadata management and data quality program, and the hiring of a 

new staff. But on top of these elements, it was imperative to be sensitive to the institution-wide fatigue 

and to quickly generate broad interest and buy-in because Data Governance cannot be accomplished by 

a single person.  

Activities 
Supported and aided by knowledgeable consultants from BerryDunn, who have been partners in several 

engagements at UNCG, Alice developed a three-tier Data Governance framework consisting of the 

existing Executive Steering Committee overseeing the Data Trustees committee and the Data Stewards 

committee. This structure right-sizes the decisions required by each committee and puts decisions in the 

hands of those with the most knowledge for the specific task. The Data Trustees, as senior level 

administrators, have the purview of developing and overseeing the university’s Data Strategy, and for 

developing and implementing necessary policies and standards. The Data Stewards are operational level 

individuals with strong data knowledge and skills and are responsible for metadata management and 

data quality efforts across campus. The committee roles and responsibilities are outlined in Appendix B, 

but it is worth pointing out that this is the first Data Governance framework for UNCG which takes 

formal advantage of the data knowledge of operationally oriented mid-level administrators. The two 

new committees kicked-off in August and September, respectively. Between the two committees, we 

have 47 individuals from areas across the campus meeting regularly to discuss data issues and develop 

resolutions.  

In June 2022 Alice began and RFI/RFP process that culminated in the selection of Collibra Data 

Intelligence as the software solution for UNCG’s metadata repository. Collibra is a robust data 

governance platform that offers a wide array of features and functions to manage and understand our 

data and support the Data Governance program. In addition to a feature rich catalog for creating 

Business Glossaries, Data Dictionaries, and Report and System Catalogs, Collibra offers workflow 
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functionality to support Data Governance approvals and the ability to automatically ingest system 

metadata elements and relate them to other collected data assets.  

In the pursuit of clean and accurate data, Collibra is the key to providing crucial resources to data users 

across campus. Fully built out, this platform will provide us with the basis for a common UNCG data 

language, allowing data users to commonly understand business terms, key performance metrics and 

measures, the location and purpose of data sources, and the available published reports. Collibra will be 

available to the entire campus community and will provide users with the ability to interact quickly with 

Data Governance member to streamline the processes for changes or additions to our data.  

A system like Collibra does not solve the myriad data management issues UNCG faces simply by existing. 

Such a system requires dedicated hands to build and maintain it. For the first time, UNCG has dedicated 

personnel resources specifically to the Data Governance program. Not just one, but four positions were 

developed to oversee the development and maintenance of the Data Governance program. In June 2022, 

Alice began the recruiting and interview process for the positions of Reporting Metadata Specialist, 

Systems Metadata Specialist, and Data Quality Specialist. A key characteristic Alice looked for in 

candidates for these positions was degrees and experience in Library and Information Science. Individuals 

in the Library and Information Science profession have experience in managing and organizing 

information resources. This experience is useful in Data Management activities and will give the new 

program an early advantage by bringing these perspectives to our data organization.  

Achievements 
In the past year, the Enterprise Data Governance team has successfully achieved the following:  

• Developed a roadmap for Data Governance going forward. This roadmap currently contains 133 

action items spanning two years, of which 87 have been completed as of the date of this report 

(65% complete). 

• Implemented a tiered Data Governance framework and appointed and begun working with 47 

Data Trustees and Data Stewards from across campus.  

• Identified two policies and two standards that have been drafted and begun the approval 

process.  

o The Metadata Collection & Management standard has been approved and is currently 

published.  

o The Data Governance Structure policy is currently with the Policy Approval Group for 

review.  

• Developed and published a training course in Canvas currently containing two training modules 

for Data Trustees and Data Stewards that they are currently engaged in completing.  

o This training course is available and recommended for data users across campus using 

this link: https://uncg.instructure.com/enroll/H8JYTC.  

• Completed the RFI/RFP process and selected Collibra Data Intelligence as the software solution 

for our metadata repository and begun onboarding for implementation.  

• Recruited, interviewed, and hired for three full-time specialist positions to manage the 

software solution, metadata collection and management, and data quality programs.  

• Completed a Metadata Assessment of UNCG’s metadata resources, formulated a roadmap and 

processes for developing a centralized repository of metadata.  

https://uncg.instructure.com/enroll/H8JYTC
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• Developed a Business Data Model, or a map of our information landscape that allows us to 

identify the subject areas and concepts that are critical to how the business of the university 

runs and which will serve as the foundation for our business term glossary.  

o 7 out of 14 subject areas have been modeled to baseline level.  

o Plans for modeling the remaining 7 subject areas will span the next two years.  

• Completed development of a reporting catalog schema which will allow consistent cataloging of 

published reports.  

Planning Ahead 
At the end of 2022, with a year of planning behind us, the Enterprise Data Governance team is now 

focused on implementing Collibra and developing schema and standards for cataloging the university’s 

vast array of information resources.  

Looking ahead, here are the activities planned for 2023:  

• In February 2023, when we are joined by our new Data Quality Specialist, we will develop and 

implement a data quality program that will allow the institution to surface data issues and resolve 

them quickly. This program will include 

o Trapping reports and triage processes for handline adverse data events.  

o Scorecards, rubrics, and assessment processes for understanding the health and quality 

of our data.  

o Development of proactive methods for avoiding and permanently remediating adverse 

data events.  

• The Data Trustees will be engaged in the development of an enterprise-wide Data Strategy, which 

will include current and planned ITS and Business initiatives and focus our activities on strategic 

goals for data management.  

• The Data Stewards will engage with the Metadata Specialists and the Data Quality Specialist to 

collect metadata and handle data quality issues.  

• The Enterprise Data Governance team will continue working to build out the Collibra system and 

to foster education and adoption of this tool across campus. Including the following activities 

o Cataloging published reports across campus for easy access. 

o Developing the Business Data Model that is the foundation for our Business Term 

Glossary. 

o Cataloging Banner Jobs to improve understanding and the process of provisioning.  

In Summary 
The past year has been full of planning and activities that are only now beginning to bear fruit. 2023 will 

be an incredibly important year for the Enterprise Data Governance team to begin to show the value of 

the work in which we are engaged. UNCG has a vast array of information resources to be organized, 

cataloged, and managed. The programs developed to manage the university’s information will take time 

to fully build out. It is the goal of the Enterprise Data Governance team to build these programs out in 

such a way that the university community can take as much advantage of these tools as possible while 

we work. We appreciate your continued support of our efforts.  
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Strategic Plan 
Vision 
The UNCG Enterprise Data Governance vision is to deliver a clearly defined framework of roles, 

processes, and policies within which our institutional data is trusted, understood, accurate, and is 

provided and used in a consistent and meaningful manner.  

Strategic Plan 
Our strategic plan begun in March 2022 includes activities continuing through 2024. The full strategic 

plan is available in Box here: https://uncg.box.com/s/qx7lhldjhsha7zhaj78g6mqfgu88sg1e. We identified 

three major focus areas of work, each including several objectives:  

1. To develop and implement a Data Governance program with related information resources for 

UNCG.  

a. Clearly outline and define an Enterprise Data Governance committee framework and 

associated policies and procedures.  

b. Develop and implement a comprehensive web presence for Data Governance at UNCG.  

2. To develop and implement a comprehensive metadata management program in alignment with 

the Data Governance program.  

a. Develop and implement the Business Data Model and Metadata Management 

processes.  

b. Select and implement a Metadata Repository software solution.  

c. Develop a training program for the Metadata Repository and Metadata Collection 

tracks.  

3. To recruit, hire, and develop the Enterprise Data Governance team.  

a. Recruit and hire three full-time specialist positions 

b. Develop onboarding, training, and performance review processes 

c. Develop Data Management internship programs to provide field experience for 

graduate and undergraduate students.  

Over the next two years the Enterprise Data Governance team will work to achieve the above 

objectives. Our initial focus for 2022 was to define and implement an Enterprise Data Governance 

committee framework and associated policies, procedures, and training. Beginning in November of 

2021, we began development of the Business Data Model and drafted metadata management 

processes. In June of 2022 we initiated an RFI/RFP process to select a metadata repository software 

solution, and then worked to recruit and hire three full-time specialists to manage campus metadata 

collection and data quality.  

Progress 
Develop and Implement a Data Governance program 
In April of 2022 we entered an engagement with BerryDunn to provide consulting services for the 

development of a Data Governance framework and began work with Joe Traino, Tucker Cutter, and 

Chase Goode to create a roadmap of activities. An outline detailing this roadmap is in Appendix A. To 

date, we have outlined eight initiatives and have completed a significant portion of the action items for 

https://uncg.box.com/s/qx7lhldjhsha7zhaj78g6mqfgu88sg1e
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those initiatives. Below, you will find the initiatives, a brief description of the action items, and the 

current percentage of completion since work began in April:   

1. Roles, responsibilities, and culture – 100% 

The action items in this initiative included defining Data Governance roles and responsibilities, 

defining the Data Governance framework, and identifying the committee members. Details 

about these items are in Appendix B.   

 

2. Establish Data Governance policies, procedures, and norms – 96% 

This initiative has been our largest and most complex to date. It includes 51 action items 

involving scheduling and planning kick off meetings for our two Data Governance Committees, 

the Data Trustees and Data Stewards, drafting policies and standards and submitting them for 

review through IT Leadership and through the Data Trustees committee, and developing and 

publishing training materials for the committees. In this initiative, we drafted appointment 

letters for each committee and had those delivered to our committee members, we met with 

the members of the Academic Unit Liaisons to explain how this committee will continue to 

function as an arm of Data Governance, and we developed committee procedures and elected 

Chairs for both committees. Details about these items are located in Appendix C.   

 

3. Develop and gain approval for committee charters – 100% 

In this initiative we drafted the new Data Governance Charter and reviewed it with both the 

Executive Steering Committee (ESC) and with the transition Data Stewardship Committee. The 

Charter and committee membership are published on the IT Governance website here: 

https://it-governance.uncg.edu/datagovernance/  

 

4. Metadata collection and management – 22% 

With 40 action items, the Metadata initiative is our second largest and most complex initiative. 

These action items include hiring the Enterprise Data Governance Team, selecting and 

implementing the metadata repository software solution, and resuming the development of the 

Business Data Model. We selected and are in the process of implementing Collibra Data 

Intelligence as our metadata repository and have hired three staff. The work of this initiative 

that will take the longest time is the development of the Business Data Model which will involve 

subject matter experts from all over campus and forms the foundation of our Business Term 

Glossary. More information about the items in this initiative are in Appendix D.  

 

5. Develop training materials and provide training for stakeholders – 100% 

The development of training materials for the Data Governance committees and campus data 

users involved producing two PowerPoint presentations, recording the presentation of those 

presentations, and developing quiz questions based on them. These items, along with some 

policy and standard reference materials, were published in a Canvas course and made available 

to the Data Governance committees and the DTS/DTC population on December 5, 2022. 

Additional modules related to metadata management and the use of Collibra Data Intelligence 

will be developed under a secondary training initiative in 2023. A pdf copy of the PowerPoint 

presentation used in Module 1: Intro to Data Governance is available in Box here: 

https://uncg.box.com/s/yye3wqr9ekuw3a22ucn6uf3s8bktpgk3 . A pdf copy of the PowerPoint 

https://it-governance.uncg.edu/datagovernance/
https://uncg.box.com/s/yye3wqr9ekuw3a22ucn6uf3s8bktpgk3
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presentation used in Module 2: How Data Governance Works is available in Box here: 

https://uncg.box.com/s/c9ka977zx6peskwb8fqda89qcoq3y0yw .  

  

6. Data Governance website development – 33% 

Of critical importance to the success of the Data Governance program is the development of a 

website that will allow us to provide the campus with easy access to resources and information 

about Data Governance and how it works. The site as planned will provide tips, tricks, and 

training resources for Collibra Data Intelligence, access to the Canvas Data Governance training 

course, access to materials for the Data Governance Committees, and regular reporting and 

updates of Data Governance related activities and achievements. The development of this site is 

somewhat delayed due to the roll out of the Next Generation university website, but we hope to 

launch the site along with Collibra Data Intelligence in March 2023. The strategy document for 

the Data Governance website is available in Box here: 

https://uncg.box.com/s/766xhilg5fmhxcq92yjftv6dixulbnhg . The conceptual model for the Data 

Governance website is available in Box here: 

https://uncg.box.com/s/710f253wbpt59d7ajo09oyn9901k4ez3 .  

 

7. Annual reporting and Data Governance continuity – 50% 

Much of the work of Data Governance is done behind the scenes. And if the work is well done 

and everything works, it is rarely commented on. It will be important to provide a continuous 

stream of communication to the campus community about Data Governance activities and 

initiatives. We are planning an annual report, quarterly communications, and a variety of 

dashboards to track our progress and performance and to highlight the work of data heroes 

across campus. This initiative includes activities such as assessing current available reporting 

capabilities, identifying appropriate reporting metrics with the help of the Data Trustees, 

developing standard reporting templates, and creating a project tracking dashboard.  

 

8. Data Quality program development – 11% 

Data Quality program development is our newest initiative, though data quality has been a 

central focus of all the work we have done. Data Governance and metadata management will go 

a long way towards guiding and educating the campus community and providing them with 

resources to help us achieve the common, unified language and understanding of UNCG’s data. 

While these resources will, by their existence and use, cause improvement in our overall data 

quality, a dedicated program of data profiling and monitoring will help us to identify and clean 

up adverse data events closer to their occurrence. The combination will result in cleaner data 

and more accurate reporting information. This initiative includes activities such as defining what 

data quality means to us as an institution, the development of data quality goals (both proactive 

and reactive), the development and implementation of data quality rules, score cards, and a 

rubric-based quality assessment process. We will develop and implement a triage process for 

issues and a communication plan to make sure we keep stakeholders informed.  

https://uncg.box.com/s/c9ka977zx6peskwb8fqda89qcoq3y0yw
https://uncg.box.com/s/766xhilg5fmhxcq92yjftv6dixulbnhg
https://uncg.box.com/s/710f253wbpt59d7ajo09oyn9901k4ez3
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Develop and Implement a Comprehensive Metadata Management 
Program 
The work on this focus area began with a Metadata Assessment in November 2021. This assessment was 

the charge of our first consulting engagement with Joe Corpe and Gary Hanson of Secure-IT. Between 

November and March, Gary worked with Alice and many subject matter experts across campus to assess 

the state of UNCG’s metadata resources. In the process of conducting that assessment, Gary began 

development of the Business Data Model. The Business Data Model is an enterprise level model that is 

divorced from any specific system. It allows us to capture the vast landscape of university information by 

the business concepts by which we refer to it. It organizes the university’s information into high level 

subject areas and identifies the one place a specific business concept originates in the university 

structure. During the engagement with Gary, we identified 14 subject areas (these are shown in the 

Business Subject Area model in the Appendix D) and began modeling 5 of them.  

Gary surveyed many subject matter experts across campus about the state of UNCG’s metadata and 

performed a gap analysis of our metadata resources. The outcome of this analysis indicates that as an 

institution, we have very few sources of metadata and these are available only to a limited number of 

people. Finally, a roadmap of metadata collection was developed, providing an outline of key activities 

that need to be accomplished in the next two years to develop the metadata repository. The final 

deliverables for this engagement are stored in Box at this link: 

https://uncg.box.com/s/pinoyen3cco3fwytasbb9dtzub8duy86 if you would like to review them.  

In a subsequent engagement with Secure-IT from March through July 2022, we again enlisted Gary 

Hanson’s assistance to continue developing out the Business Data Model. This engagement included 

working with campus subject matter experts to bring the original five model diagrams to baseline status. 

“Baseline” in this context means that the model diagrams correctly reflect the entities (or areas of 

business focus) for each subject area with correct relationships between them. The attributes (or 

descriptive characteristics of each entity in a subject area) will be updated with the help of the subject 

matter experts in several tracks of the metadata collection roadmap developed in the earlier 

engagement. The deliverables from this second engagement are stored in Box at this link: 

https://uncg.box.com/s/x2gwrmiw9kls34ywefs2eh0iipxnstr8 should you want to review them. The 

Business Subject Area model is available in the Appendix D).  

In June of 2022 an RFI/RFP process was begun to investigate and select a metadata repository software 

solution. The tool chosen was Collibra Data Intelligence. Collibra offers a vast array of features that will 

allow us to create a comprehensive metadata repository, or, as they term it, a Data Catalog. This tool, 

when fully built out, will include  

• Business Term Glossary – a glossary of UNCG relevant business terms and their definitions.  

• Data Dictionary – an index of UNCG data-related systems with detailed metadata about the 

available tables and columns. This feature will allow us to catalog, define, and describe the 

criteria for key performance metrics and measures used in campus reports.  

• Report Catalog – a catalog of published reports from Institutional Research and other areas of 

campus providing descriptions of the reports, definitions of included metrics and measures, 

information on the relevant data source(s), report requestor and owner, dates developed, 

frequency of update, among other items.  

https://uncg.box.com/s/pinoyen3cco3fwytasbb9dtzub8duy86
https://uncg.box.com/s/x2gwrmiw9kls34ywefs2eh0iipxnstr8
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• Reference Data Management tools – the ability to catalog our reference data (in Banner, these 

are the codes in validation tables, such as student type, admit type, cohort codes, or attribute 

codes). This will allow us to define the code sets and valid codes, indicating which codes are no 

longer in use, even when they must be retained for historical purposes.  

• Tools for the development of Business Rules and Quality rules for our data. These will allow us 

to indicate in which cases a thing should be used and how, in order to maintain the quality of 

our data.  

• Relationships between Business Terms, Data Elements, Key Performance Indicators, code sets, 

and reports so viewers can understand how these items interrelate.  

• Data Lineage – mapping the lineage of our data allows us to track an element from a report back 

through any transformations, to the source system in which it originates. This will not only allow 

report users to understand where the data comes from and how the figures were arrived at, but 

also will provide business continuity, allowing new staff to pick up an existing report and 

continue maintaining it or redevelop it as necessary.  

There are a host of additional features this software offers for our use that we will discover and 

implement as we learn the system and how it can best work for us. Foremost among these are the Help 

Desk which allows users to notify the system administrator of issues with metadata or the need for 

changes. It is our intention to integrate this system with ServiceNow to allow us to track and assign 

necessary resources when these issues are identified. Documentation for Collibra Data Intelligence is 

provided in Appendix D. 

The Collibra implementation is currently underway. The most significant activity will take place in 

January and February of 2023. We should have first value from this system by February 2023 and the 

Enterprise Data Governance Team will begin building out the functions. Given the volume of our data 

landscape, it will take some years to fully build this system out. However, the Collibra Foundation 

Implementation plan is designed to fully implement a selection of use cases in order that the 

organization can being making use of the system immediately, while the administrator continues to 

build out the content.  

Should you be interested in learning more about Collibra, you may register for your Collibra Customer 

Portal account here:  https://www.collibra.com/us/en/register 

Self-paced training is made available by Collibra via the Collibra University, which you can access here, 

once you have registered for the portal:  https://university.collibra.com/ 

Collibra recommends the following training paths for new users: 

1. Getting Started Learning Path 

2. Foundation of Data Governance Learning Path 

Recruit, Hire, and Develop the Enterprise Data Governance Team 
UNCG has previously attempted to implement a Data Governance program at least three previous 

times. Every time, we have failed to sustain the program. While this is common in many organizations, a 

key reason for failure is that dedicated resources are not assigned to the program. In this current 

implementation, UNCG has made the decision to dedicate not just one, but four full-time positions to 

https://www.collibra.com/us/en/register
https://university.collibra.com/
https://university.collibra.com/learn/learning_plan/view/37/getting-started-learning-path
https://university.collibra.com/learn/learning_plan/view/13/foundation-of-data-governance-learning-path
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the effort of developing and sustaining a Data Governance and Metadata Management program. 

Resumes for the staff of the Enterprise Data Governance team are provided in Appendix E.  

In March 2022, the Enterprise Data Governance team was formed in the division of Information 

Technology Services and reports to Karen Blackwell, the Director of Institutional Research & Enterprise 

Data Management.  

Enterprise Data Governance Manager – Alice Herring 
In March 2022, Alice Herring was promoted to the position of Enterprise Data Governance Manager, 

responsible for overseeing the development and implementation of the Data Governance and Metadata 

Management programs as well as recruiting and hiring a team of three full-time specialists.  

Alice has been employed with UNCG since 2002 in several different areas of the university. Most 

recently, Alice was employed as a B & T Applications Analyst in The Office of Institutional Research & 

Analytics and was responsible for administering the Student Data Mart. In 2019, she was charged with 

the task of forming and running a data quality committee formally named The UNCG Data Accountability 

Group (DAG), but affectionately known across campus as “Whackamole.” This committee engaged 

subject matter experts across campus in identifying and remediating data quality issues. The members 

of this committee have been subsumed into the current Data Stewards Committee.  

Alice received her Bachelor of Arts degree in Anthropology from UNCG in 2014 and received her Master 

of Library and Information Science also from UNCG in 2022. Her studies in metadata during the MLIS 

program stirred an interest in metadata and data management and opened the door to her current 

position.  

Reporting Metadata Specialist – Jessica Dame 
Jessica Dame joined the Enterprise Data Governance team in October 2022 as the Reporting Metadata 

Specialist. Jessica was previously employed in a temporary position with Jackson Library working as an 

Archives and Records Technician. Her work included expanding the development of the online web 

archive collection hosted by Archive-IT, authoring a collection development policy as well as a user 

manual for her position. She performed metadata work on the Digital Library on American Slavery in the 

form of data elements and controlled vocabularies. In a previous position with the South Carolina State 

Library, Jessica served as the Digital Curation and Preservation Librarian managed several digital 

collections during her time there. Her work included the development of metadata standards and 

guidelines.  

Jessica received her Bachelor of Arts in Art History from Christopher Newport University in Newport 

News, VA, in 2010, and her Master of Library and Information Science from the University of South 

Carolina in 2012. She brings a wealth of metadata experience to her new position.  

Systems Metadata Specialist – Madison Turner 
Madison Turner joined the Enterprise Data Governance team in November 2022 as the Systems 

Metadata Specialist. Madison was previously employed as a Data Catalog Curator with MetLife and 

gained experience with the Collibra Data Intelligence platform. Madison partnered with community 

managers to facilitate the onboarding of their metadata, which required her to become very familiar 

with the data of each community with which she worked and to engage in significant collaboration 

working with subject matter experts and solution architects to organize the company’s metadata. She 
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has developed Standard Operating Procedures and User Guides for the system and developed BI reports 

providing real time answers to stakeholders. This and her previous work experiences and education has 

equipped her with valuable skills that now transfer to UNCG.  

Madison received her Bachelor of Arts degree in English from UNCG in 2018 and continued on to receive 

her Master of Library and Information Science also from UNCG in 2022.  

Data Quality Specialist – Serhiy Polyakov 
Serhiy Polyakov will join the Enterprise Data Governance team in February 2023 as the Data Quality 

Specialist. Serhiy is currently employed as the Data Management Librarian at Weill Cornell Medicine-

Qatar, where he has been since 2016. Serhiy is a Ukranian national with permanent US Resident status. 

He is in the process of transitioning back to the US from Qatar. His work at Weill Cornell has included the 

development of data management services for the organization, facilitating the management and 

sharing of research data throughout the data lifecycle. His focus has been on applying best practices to 

the collection, description, preservation, access, and reuse of research data. The development of this 

program required significant collaboration with faculty and staff and the development and presentation 

of training materials. Serhiy brings skills in database systems, programming and scripting, data 

collection, analytics, and visualization development as well as data quality management. He has worked 

with a variety of digital libraries, repositories, and content management systems. He tells us that data 

quality is his passion and he is bringing a prodigious skillset to UNCG with which to develop our Data 

Quality Program.  

Serhiy received a Master of Science in Electrification and Automation of Agriculture from National 

Agricultural University in Kyiv, Ukraine in 1997. He received his Master of Science in Information Science 

from the University of North Texas in 2004, and his Doctorate in Information Science also from the 

University of North Texas in 2015. We are looking forward to having him join the team.  

 

Appendices 
Appendix A – Data Governance Roadmap 
The development and implementation of Data Governance at UNCG is assisted by a roadmap of 

initiatives. The current roadmap has 133 action items, of which 87 have been completed as of the date 

of this report (65% complete). The initiatives described below cover areas such as the initial 

development of the governance framework and program, the drafting of policies and standards, the 

establishment of committees (including procedures and norms), the development and implementation 

of a metadata management program, designing and building a Data Governance website, developing 

reporting channels and tools, and the development and implementation of a data quality program.  
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Data Governance Timeline:  

 

Initiative 1: Roles, Responsibilities & Culture 
Description: The first phase of the Data Governance initiative roadmap is to establish the roles, 

responsibilities, and structure for the Data Governance Committee members.  

Initiative Owner: Data Governance Committee 

Dates: April 19, 2022 – May 16, 2022 (27 days)  

Prerequisites: Understanding of existing roles and responsibilities. Understanding necessary changes to 

roles and responsibilities.  

 

Initiative 2: Establish Data Governance Policies, Procedures, and Norms 
Description: Define policies for data governance and metadata management, include data governance 

operations, decision making processes; establish data governing guidelines for UNCG 

Initiative Owner: Data Trustees, Data Stewards 

Dates: May 25, 2022 – October 26, 2022 (154 days)  

Prerequisites: Understanding of scope: identifying which policies exist currently, what is needed, 

including data security, data access, and privacy and confidentiality. Identification of parties to write 

policies. Formal approval process for new and revised policies. Understanding what procedures exist 

and what procedures/policies are needed. Understand what change management policies, plans, and 

processes exist now. Establish scope of change management regarding data governance. Build 

stakeholder engagement and Executive sponsorship. 
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Initiative 3: Develop and Gain Approval for Committee Charters 
Description: Establishing ground rules, foundation, and etiquette for governance operations. Identifying 

charge: Program Title, Business Problem Statement, Program Goals List, Program Expected Results, 

Program Start Date, Program Manager Name and Title 
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Initiative Owners: Data Sponsor (ESC), Data Trustees, Data Stewards, Data Custodians 

Dates: May 30, 2022 – July 22, 2022 (53 days)  

Prerequisites: Review previous charters and decide what is retained. Research best practices for 

charters. Finalize role definitions and structure. 

 

Initiative 4: Metadata Collection & Management 
Description: Select, procure, and implement tool to manage metadata. Implement program for ongoing 

collection and management of metadata and maintenance of the business model. Recruit, hire, and 

develop three full-time professional staff members for the Enterprise Data Governance team.  

Initiative Owners: Data Sponsor (ESC), Data Custodians 

Dates: April 23, 2022 – December 15, 2023 (601 days) 

Prerequisites: Identify proof of concept. Complete the RFP. Develop positions, obtain necessary 

approvals for hiring.  
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Initiative 5: Develop Training Materials and Provide Training to Stakeholders 
Description: Develop training materials to educate stakeholders on data governance.  

Initiative Owners: Data Trustees, Data Stewards, Data Custodians, Data Users 

Dates: June 27, 2022 – January 23, 2023 (218 days)  

Prerequisites: Initiative 1, Initiative 3, Informed by change management plan. 

 

Initiative 6: Data Governance Website Development 
Description: Create and Publish Data Governance Web Page 

Initiative Owners: Data Trustees, Data Stewards, Data Custodians, Data Users 

Dates: July 25, 2022 – January 30, 2023 (189 days)  

Prerequisites: Next Gen university web development launched. Initiative 1, Initiative 3, Informed by 

change management plan. 

 

Initiative 7: Annual Reporting & Data Governance Continuity 
Description: Identify annual reporting requirements and develop reporting dashboards/metrics 

Initiative Owners: Data Trustees, Data Stewards, Data Custodians, Data Users 

Dates: October 3, 2022 – February 10, 2023 (130 days)  
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Prerequisites: Initiative 1, Initiative 3, Informed by change management plan. 

 

Initiative 8: Data Quality Program Development 
Description: Develop and implement the Data Quality Program 

Initiative Owners: Data Trustees, Data Stewards, Data Custodians, Data Users 

Dates: December 1, 2022 – September 1, 2023 (274 days)  

Prerequisites: Data Quality Specialist is hired and onboarded. Initiative 1, Initiative 3, Informed by 

change management plan. 

 

Appendix B – Roles & Responsibilities, Data Governance Framework 
Roles & Responsibilities 
Excerpt from the Data Governance Structure policy currently under review for approval.  

3. Definitions, Roles, and Responsibilities  

The following are the descriptions of the primary roles and responsibilities within the 

Data Governance Structure.  

 

1.1 | Data Sponsor  

Role Description  

The Data Sponsor provides executive-level sponsorship and support of UNCG 

data governance activities. 

Responsibilities  

The Executive Steering Committee (ESC) serves as the current Data Sponsor for 

UNCG data governance. The Data Sponsor (i.e., the ESC) is trained, qualified, 

and responsible for supporting and sponsoring data governance initiatives. The 
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Data Sponsor clears barriers to effective data governance and has a key role in 

communicating enterprise-wide initiatives to campus stakeholders. The Data 

Sponsor is regularly informed of data governance efforts and policy initiatives. 

Additionally, the Data Sponsor is responsible for securing funding for data 

governance activities and approving enterprise-level data governance policies. 

Data Sponsors understand the importance of sponsorship and support required 

for institutional data governance. Data Sponsors are accountable for governing 

institutional data in a safe and responsible manner. 

The Data Sponsor will appoint Data Trustees and, through the establishment of data 

policies and institutional priorities, provide direction to them, Data Stewards, and Data 

Custodians. Data Governance (DG) at UNCG is comprised of the Executive Steering 

Committee (Data Sponsor), Data Trustees, and Data Stewards Committees that meet 

regularly to address data governance initiatives, issues, and concerns. 

The Data Sponsor delegates authority and responsibility for the management and 

governance of institutional data to the Data Governance bodies of Data Trustees and 

Data Stewards. Members of these committees are authorized to make campus-wide 

rules and key decisions regarding the treatment of institutional data and enforce the 

Data Governance and Data Quality programs within their data domains in accordance 

with the Data Governance Charter. 

Communication Expectations  

Data Governance members will communicate bi-annually with the Data Sponsor (i.e., 

the ESC), in addition to other communication as deemed necessary. This expectation will 

be met by either the Data Governance Committee Chairs or the Enterprise Data 

Governance Manager attending a scheduled ESC meeting to provide an activity update 

twice per year. Other communication with the ESC will be handled via the Enterprise 

Data Governance Manager through the Vice Chancellor for Information Technology 

Services, who serves on the ESC.  

Decision Making  

The Data Sponsor decision making responsibilities include:  

● Strategic planning of data governance initiatives  

● Prioritization of data governance initiatives  

● Approval of major changes in Information Technology (IT) services  
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● Data compliance decisions  

 

1.2 | Data Trustee or Business Stewards 

Role Description  

A Data Trustee is a senior University official (or their designee) who has planning and 

policy-level responsibilities for data within their functional areas and management 

responsibilities for defined segments of institutional data.  

Responsibilities  

Data Trustees are responsible for assigning Data Stewards, participating in establishing 

policies and standards, and promoting data resource management for the good of the 

University. A Data Trustee plans and sets data policy and responds to data access and 

policy or standards implementation issues. 

Data Trustees are responsible for planning and prioritizing data governance projects and 

initiatives. Data Trustees assign Data Stewards and communicate with Data Sponsors 

and Data Stewards within their domain. Data Trustees develop, approve, and support 

data policies and promote data resource management. Data Trustees are responsible for 

responding to access and policy implementation issues and outline training framework 

for Data Stewards and Users. Data Trustees may serve as consultants for Data Stewards 

and can implement data standards. Additionally, Data Trustees establish, review, and 

report on Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) aligned with the strategic plan. Data 

Trustees also approve data access requests for the University. Data Trustees are trained, 

qualified, and understand implications of planning and policy-level decisions related to 

data within their functional areas. Data Trustees are held accountable for working with 

institutional data in a safe and responsible manner. Data Trustees are also responsible 

for approval of data classification levels, and data storage and classification at each 

classification level.  

Communication Expectations   

Data Trustees communicate monthly with Data Stewards regarding policy management. 

Meetings may be merged to streamline meetings among Data Stewards.   

Decision Making   

Data Trustees’ decision-making responsibilities include:   

● Reviewing changes made by Data Stewards  
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● Establishing, implementing, and enforcing standards  

● Developing, revising, and enforcing policies  

● Developing the data strategy to align with the University’s strategic plans   

● Developing and/or defining KPIs 

● Approving access requests, as appropriate  

 

1.3 | Data Steward 

Role Description  

A Data Steward is a University official with direct operational-level responsibility for 

information management.   

Responsibilities  

Data Stewards (Operational Data Stewards, Technical Stewards, or Data and 

Information Stewards) are responsible for operational-level metadata management and 

ensuring data quality. Data Stewards help build data literacy and have direct hands-on 

data responsibilities. Data Stewards handle data inquiries, train and onboard new staff, 

and elevate policy or standards changes to Data Trustees. Data Stewards are trained, 

qualified, and understand the implications of data management and quality across the 

institution. Data Stewards are held accountable for working with institutional data in a 

safe and responsible manner.  

Communication Expectations  

Data Stewards (Operational Data Stewards, Technical Stewards, or Data and 

Information Stewards) communicate monthly with Data Trustees (or Business Stewards) 

regarding policy management. Meetings may be merged to streamline meetings among 

Data Stewards.  

Decision Making  

Data Stewards’ decision-making responsibilities include:   

● Approving changes (reference (new codes) and master data changes)   

● Developing metadata terms and definitions   

● Setting data quality rules  

● Setting business data rules   

● Making changes to data processes    
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1.4 | Technology Custodian  

Role Description  

Information Technology Services (ITS) and distributed campus technology personnel 

serve as Technology Custodians. Technology Custodians provide a secure infrastructure 

in support of the data including, but not limited to, providing physical security, backup 

and recovery processes, granting access privileges to system users with approvals as 

required by the Data Trustees (or their designees), and implementing and administering 

controls over the information.  

Responsibilities  

ITS and distributed technology personnel serve as Technology Custodian and 

responsibilities include, but are not limited to, providing a secure infrastructure, 

ensuring system availability and adequate response time, and granting access privileges 

to system users. Technology Custodians remove access as necessary in a timely manner, 

implement and administer controls over information, and participate in setting data 

governance priorities. Additionally, Technology Custodians are responsible for the 

review and audit of data classification policies, and data storage and handling 

requirements.  

Technology Custodians are trained, qualified, and understand the implications of 

managing data environments securely. It is important that ITS and distributed 

technology personnel work collaboratively to meet the data needs of the campus 

community. Technology Custodians are held accountable for working with institutional 

data in a safe and responsible manner. 

Communication Expectations   

Technology Custodians have representatives on the data governance committees who 

meet monthly and share information back to the larger group via current 

communication paths. Technology Custodians will have the opportunity to participate 

in meetings regarding data or policy management as needed.   

Decision Making   

Technology Custodians decision-making responsibilities include:  

• ITS-related decisions  

• Architecture (Hardware/Software) and cloud decisions  

• Infrastructure, integration, and reporting decisions 
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• Data access management 

 

1.5 | Data User  

Role Description  

Data Users are individuals who need and use University data as part of their assigned 

duties or in fulfillment of assigned roles or functions within the University community. 

Individuals who are given access to sensitive data have a position of special trust and as 

such, are responsible for protecting the security and integrity of the data. There is an 

expectation of accountability in working with institutional data. 

Responsibilities  

Data Users need and use University data with the understanding of the importance of 

data and its impacts (i.e., security, integrity, quality, consistency, handling, and 

dissemination). Data Users who have access to sensitive data carry a position of trust 

within the University. Data Users are champions in their areas of expertise, and report 

concerns related to data management and protections. Data Users are aware of the 

classification of the data with which they work, and usage is compliant with Federal and 

State regulations as well as University policy. Data Users are trained, qualified, and 

understand the up-stream and down-stream implications of creating variants of 

conformed business terms for local use. Data Users are held accountable for working 

with institutional data in a safe and responsible manner.  

Communication Expectations   

Data Users receive quarterly and annual communications from the Enterprise Data 

Governance Team regarding policy management or data standards and may participate 

in weekly communication with those maintaining the Business Data Model. 

Decision Making   

Not applicable  
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Data Governance Framework 

 

Appendix C – Policies, Procedures and Norms 
Data Governance Structure Policy  
The Data Governance Structure Policy codifies the existence of Data Governance at UNCG and the 

structure it will take. It provides the authority to the committees to do their work within the scope of 

the charter. This policy was reviewed under the previous Data Stewardship Council and is no undergoing 

review by the Policy Approval Group. The policy draft is available in Box here: 

https://uncg.box.com/s/kuyimlrtq2tgewf459xnqoage5n8fgn6  

Metadata Collection & Management Standard 
The Metadata Collection and Management standard provides requirements for the collection, 

management, and storage of metadata and stipulates that the process of metadata collection and 

management is handled by the Data Stewards. This standard is currently undergoing the IT Standards 

Approval process. The standard has been approved and is published in the 6-Tech Knowledge Base here: 

https://uncg.service-now.com/kb?id=kb_article_view&sysparm_article=KB0011893  

Data Integrity Policy 
The core purpose of the Data Integrity policy is to “improve the integrity of the data, resulting in greater 

accuracy, timeliness, and quality of information for decision-making.” This policy is being developed to 

improve the overall integrity of university data by establishing that all members of the UNCG community 

who create, collect, store, manage, or use institutional data are accountable for the accuracy of that 

data. The policy codifies that responsibility and asserts that accountability for accuracy extends to 

compliance with protection and control methods and requires accurate presentation of the data. The 

policy further assigns the responsibility for overseeing information management and data integrity to 

the Data Stewards Committee, who are operational level administrators responsible for data quality and 

https://uncg.box.com/s/kuyimlrtq2tgewf459xnqoage5n8fgn6
https://uncg.service-now.com/kb?id=kb_article_view&sysparm_article=KB0011893
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metadata management. This policy is intended to support the development of standards which address 

the quality and integrity of institutional data. The current draft of this policy is available on Google Drive 

here: https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_2ZXd2LvurLMp7zmAAGZSl5Gz-

GqarVW/edit?usp=share_link&ouid=117855372849101037699&rtpof=true&sd=true  

Data Integration Standard 
The core purpose of the Data Integration Standard is to set the requirement that systems that store, 

process, and interact with institutional data must conform to defined policies of data integration in 

order that they may interact with existing systems and integrations. The standard is intended to improve 

the overall interaction between data systems and ensure compliance with necessary requirements. 

Among the requirements included in the standard is the obligation to submit to the existing evaluation 

process by ITS, and to communicate the need for the use and storage of institutional data to both ITS 

and Data Governance. It stipulates the provision that integrations should be evaluated for compliance 

with security, access, and usage policies and compatibility with established technical architecture 

standards. The standard allows for the development of common integration methods to support 

standard definitions of institutional data regardless of technology and integration pattern. The standard 

is intended to support consistency in how institutional data is exposed and to guide the future 

development of systems and middleware. The current draft of this standard can be reviewed on Google 

Drive here: 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1u7Bz5nez63ollgHN2JEIkDs1bxPhSXBT/edit?usp=share_link&oui

d=117855372849101037699&rtpof=true&sd=true  

Appendix D – Metadata Collection & Management 
Business Subject Area Model 
The Business Subject Area Model is a high-level conceptual model of the information organization of the 

university. This is the starting point for the Business Data Model and provides us with the Subject Areas 

and Super Entities of the university information landscape.  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_2ZXd2LvurLMp7zmAAGZSl5Gz-GqarVW/edit?usp=share_link&ouid=117855372849101037699&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_2ZXd2LvurLMp7zmAAGZSl5Gz-GqarVW/edit?usp=share_link&ouid=117855372849101037699&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1u7Bz5nez63ollgHN2JEIkDs1bxPhSXBT/edit?usp=share_link&ouid=117855372849101037699&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1u7Bz5nez63ollgHN2JEIkDs1bxPhSXBT/edit?usp=share_link&ouid=117855372849101037699&rtpof=true&sd=true
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Business Data Model 
The Business Data Model is developed in Quest’s Erwin Data Modeler software. It maps out and 

organizes university business information concepts in a logical fashion that will both underpin the 

Business Glossary to be developed in Collibra Data Intelligence and provide understanding for mapping 

data lineage for better report understanding and continuity. A word document detailing the model 

entities and attributes is in Box here: https://uncg.box.com/s/dei2aifipwlx18va0kqqrp8ot4dsnmg3 . 

Images of the diagrams modeled for each of the subject areas we received baseline approval for in this 

engagement is in Box here: https://uncg.box.com/s/odqily4e4l8w9qb4bb8t8j1rvwauz08v . 

Collibra Data Intelligence  
Collibra Data Intelligence is a robust metadata repository that has been designed around the needs of a 

data governance program. This system will provide a campus-wide resource that will help provide 

resources and education to improve data literacy and understanding at all levels. It will allow us to 

create a unified UNCG language about our data and have better understanding of the reporting 

information available to us. The vendor’s website is https://www.collibra.com/us/en. Documentation 

about the Collibra Data Intelligence platform is available in Box here: 

https://uncg.box.com/s/ic508bj4plq096x7kt7g4yik9wtbdzxa.  

Implementation of this software will occur between January and February 2023. First value should be 

available in mid-February. While it will take some time to fully build out the system, the Enterprise Data 

Governance team will be dedicated to creating an amazing campus resource.   

 

https://uncg.box.com/s/dei2aifipwlx18va0kqqrp8ot4dsnmg3
https://uncg.box.com/s/odqily4e4l8w9qb4bb8t8j1rvwauz08v
https://www.collibra.com/us/en
https://uncg.box.com/s/ic508bj4plq096x7kt7g4yik9wtbdzxa
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Appendix E – Enterprise Data Governance Team Resumes 
Resumes for all staff appear on pages following 
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Alice E. Herring, Enterprise Data Governance Manager 

 

(Resume contact info removed) 
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(Resume contact info removed) 
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(Resume contact info removed) 
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Jessica Dame, Reporting Metadata Specialist 

 

(Resume contact info removed) 
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Madison Turner, Systems Metadata Specialist 

 

(Resume contact info removed) 
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Serhiy Polyakov, Data Quality Specialist 

 

(Resume contact info removed) 
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